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Introduction
to Dulux Trade
sustainability

Environmental benefits no longer have to be chosen at the expense of performance when specifying paints. For example,
the Ecosure range from Dulux Trade provides high quality, long lasting finishes with excellent application characteristics
and colour choice.

The development of the of the Ecosure range exemplifies the Dulux Trade commitment to reducing the ecological
footprint of every aspect of our business, from sourcing raw materials to disposing of waste.  We recognise that there
are no quick fixes and that progress will only be made by making many small improvements.

Step towards greener
1. The products & services we offer
2. The way we behave towards the people and 

communities with whom we interact
3. The environmental impact of the energy we use
4. The way we transport our products and ourselves
5. The way we use the earth's resources to minimise 

waste

We have been striving to be a more sustainable business
for some time, and have made real progress, but the more
we understand about the issues, the greater we see the
need for more radical action.

It is our ambition to reduce the whole-life ecological
footprint of the decorating process and to contribute to
more sustainable home, work and leisure environments,
as well as minimise the environmental impacts of our own
operations.  Step towards greener explains our approach.
It recognises that there are no instant fixes but
acknowledges that progress will be made by making many
step-wise improvements to reach our sustainability goals.
The way we achieve this is also important and we are
committed to step towards greener with openness and
honesty. Our hope is that the following pages will
demonstrate these commitments.

Our innovative
products and

services will create
sustainable value
by systematically

reducing the
ecological footprint

of the whole-life
decorating process
and contributing to

more sustainable
home, work
and leisure

environments.

Our employees
will be proud
to work for a

successful
company that puts
sustainability at the

forefront of its
agenda. We will
also be a good

neighbour, playing
a positive role in

both the local
and global

communities.

We will halve
our CO2

emissions from
our energy

consumption
by 2020

(baselined
from 2005)
and drive

further
reductions

across our total
value chain.

We will
significantly
reduce the
impact on

people
and the

environment
associated

with the
movement of
our products

and our
people.

We will
eliminate all
waste and
emissions

from our own
operations
and reduce

the impact of
our products

and our
packaging

for our
customers.
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Ecosure allows you to combine proven environmental benefits
with the highest performance standards that match the category
– leading products. It also provides maximum creative freedom,
with access to the extensive Dulux Trade range of colours.  It is
important to remember that the post-application performance of
paint has significant environmental impact.  Redecoration consumes
energy for example, so a durable finish is intrinsically greener than
a short-lived one.

Dulux Trade Ecosure can be tinted using the Dulux Trade Colour
System to allow flexibility in colourful decorating while taking the
environment into account.

Proven sustainability with no compromise on quality!

Environmentally
friendly product
offerings

*The most significant environmental benefits are achieved when using white and light colours

A new era in sustainability & performance
In our modern world there are continually increasing
demands on the environment, which we in the paint
industry also contribute to primarily because of high VOC
levels of paint which creates a high carbon footprint.

At Dulux Trade we are well aware of this and care about
the future and the legacy which we have to pass on to the
next generation. In response to the problem we have
created a new range of environmentally friendly paints

which delivers on our Step Towards Greener promise.

To compromise, or not to compromise, that has been
the question. To choose an eco paint, being a natural or
organic paint that delivers on sustainability, or a traditional
paint that delivers on performance?

Now the dilemma is over. New Ecosure from Dulux Trade
offers the perfect balance of both.
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Outstanding performance and colour choice

Benefit

Complete coverage in two coats on a well prepared surface

Helps reduce low level ozone and photochemical smogs, also low odour
To conform with the standards for Green Star
Easy clean-up and with the use of Dulux Trade Environmental
Wash System totally environmentally friendly

Extensive colour range allows maximum creative freedom

Versatility in decoration towards a greener future

Feature

High opacity and coverage

Reduced VOC content Less than 16g/L

Water-based

Available in over 1200 colours*

Silk and Matt finishes in 5L and 20L

Consistent
Durable
Quality

Low
VOC

Paint for aGreenerFuture

+
=
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Nedbank project case study

“The Nedbank Phase II project in
Sandton has achieved a 4-Star Design
Rating with the Green Building Council
of South Africa. The Dulux Ecosure
paint used for the office spaces has VOC
levels compliant with Green Star SA.
We greatly appreciate Dulux’s efforts
to come up with a solution at a point
when the project was under pressure
to source a compliant paint and that
they initiated local production
specifically for our project. The paint
was delivered on time and within
Nedbank’s green budget.” Marloes
Reinink, Sustainable Building
Consultant, WSP Green by Design

The Nedbank design team approached Dulux Trade in April 2009 for assistance on their project in Sandton. They
were finding it difficult to source a low VOC paint from a major South African paint manufacturer that complied with
Green Star SA specifications. In order to meet the deadlines of the Nedbank project, Dulux Trade agreed to initiate
local manufacturing in South Africa and launch Ecosure Matt and Ecosure Silk which both have VOC levels lower
than 16g/L. This means that Dulux Trade is the first large paint manufacturer to launch a paint that complies with
SA Green Star without compromising on quality.  The spirit around the launch of Dulux Trade Ecosure follows our
sustainability vision: step towards greener.

Ecosure Matt Ecosure Gloss            Ecosure Undercoat

Ecosure Silk Ecosure Eggshell

Ecosure Matt offers performance that matches and in some cases
exceeds that of equivalent matt emulsions, delivering favourably
comparable levels of opacity and coverage.

Ecosure Silk has been developed to deliver all of the advantages of
water-based systems and achieve a professional silk finish normally
associated with solvent-based variants.

Developed to provide a durable and attractive mid-sheen finish whilst
delivering our sustainability promise.

• Water-Based
• High opacity
• Suitable for interior walls and ceilings
• Re-coat in 2-4 hours
• VOC lower than 16g/L

(EU legislation 2010)
• Contributes towards points in the

IEQ category of Green Star SA 
• Pack sizes: 5L, 20L
• Available in 1 200 colours

• Durable, quick drying with good 
opacity and adhesion

• Gloss = VOC content less
than 75g/L

• Unique nano-technology for a
smoother, glossier finish

• Non yellowing
• Suitable for interior wood and metal
• Can contains

50% recycled
material

• Spreading rate
of up to 14m2

• Available in
more than
5 000 colours

• Water-Based
• Washable
• Suitable for interior walls and ceilings
• Re-coat in 2-4 hours
• VOC lower than 16g/L

(EU legislation 2010)
• Contributes towards points in the

IEQ category of Green Star SA
• Pack sizes: 5L, 20L
• Available in 1 200 colours

• High opacity
• Tough, durable finish –

10x tougher than Ecosure Matt
• Low odour
• VOC less than 75g/L
• Cans made out of minimum 25%

recycled materials
• Spreading rate of up to 14m2 per litre
• Available in more than 5 000 colours

• Undercoat has been developed to 
deliver all the advantages of water-
based systems

• This product delivers a professional
finish normally associated with 
solvent based variants

• Durable, quick drying with good 
opacity and adhesion

• Undercoat =
VOC less than
65g/L

• Suitable for
interior wood
and metal

• Can contains
50% recycled
material
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Benefit

Makes rooms appear lighter, brighter and gives an enhanced
feeling of space and uses up to 20% less lighting energy

Attractive, more aesthetically pleasing

Allows lighter wall colours whilst meeting visual contrast guidelines

Delivers high LRV colours, not previously available

Feature

High LRV (Light Reflectance Value)
and reflects up to twice as much light

Matt finish

New high LRV white

New LRV colour technology
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Environmentally
friendly product
offerings

a brighter way to make a room more energy efficient
• Energy efficiency is a general concern in modern life
• There is a need to reduce costs and impact upon the 

environmental
• Light & Space has been developed to solve this problem
• It allows for the use of 20% less light energy
• The unique light reflective colour range uses LumiTec™

Technology
• Rooms appear significantly brighter and more spacious
• Light & Space in Diamond Matt has excellent durability

and satin resistance
• Diamond Matt offers a paint coverage of 16m2 per litre
• Available in 27 different colours

Natural Light
by using Dulux Trade Light & Space instead of standard
paint with a similar hue and chroma, it's possible to have
up to 20% smaller windows, yet still achieve the same levels
of light within the room.

Artificial Light
by distributing light more efficiently, Dulux Trade
Light & Space also saves energy by reducing artificial
lighting. A room can benefit from the same average
level of illumination whilst using up to 20% less lighting
energy.

*The light reflectance value is always greater than our conventional emulsion paints with similar hue (colour family) and
chroma (intensity of colour) but may not reflect twice as much light in every case, depending on the colour chosen.

“The Oyster Box is a gracious lady

restored to former glory.  We are proud

to have been involved with Dulux on

this prestigious project. Dulux Trade

Light & Space represents a quantum

leap in paint technology.”

Gareth Caruth

owner Alexander Caruth Painting Contractors

Durban.
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Sustainable
clean up
solutions

Environmental Wash System
Dulux Trade takes environmental issues seriously and our
aim is to develop innovative new products which have
increased benefits for our customers and to reduce impact
on the environment throughout their life cycle.  The new
Dulux Trade Environmental Wash System helps painters
and contractors achieve best practice in their waste
management.

The Dulux Trade Environmental Wash System converts
waterborne paint washings into clear water and solid waste
allowing for easier control and disposal.

From paint to clear water overnight
The Dulux Trade Environmental Wash System is the first
of its kind in the South African market. It provides an
environmentally friendly way of washing out painting tools,
such as brushes and rollers, minimising the impact of your
company’s waste disposal.  The system converts the paint

washings into a small amount of inert solid waste, and clear
water which can be recycled conserving water in the
process.  The disposal of this solid waste has been classified
by the UK Environment Agency as a low risk activity*. Just
the job for commercial construction sites.

There is a choice of 2 units. The larger ES450 Environmental
Wash System comes into its own on construction sites
and new build developments where there is a possibility
of a higher concentration of paint washings being released
into the local drains.

With the increasing focus on environmental responsibility
and waste disposal regulatory compliance, the system is
set to become an indispensable part of the decorating
clean-up process.  The portable ES160 is more mobile and
can be wheeled from unit to unit on a site. Its compact
nature means the empty unit can easily fit into a small van.
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How the Environmental Wash System works
• The units are 2 part, a sink and a separate filtration tank. The ES450

comes with flexible hosed spray guns that need to be connected to

the water mains.

• The ES160 unit is a fillable sink with a separate filtration unit.

• The spray gun can be used to wash rollers, brushes, paint kettles 

and any other items which have been used for waterborne paints.

• Suitable for cleaning all Dulux Trade waterborne emulsion paints, 

both units work by separating paint washings into clear water and

paint solid.

• Once the unit is full, an additive is used to flocculate and separate 

the solid matter and water from the paint washings.

• After 3-4 hours, clear water is left at the top of the tank, leaving paint

sludge at the bottom. (Heavy use may take longer to separate).

• The clear water is then drawn off and either recycled or disposed of

while the remaining residue is pumped through a filter, ready for 

removal and drying.

• Once dry, this solid residue typically = 5kg per 450 litre discharge, 

can be bagged and disposed of as non-hazardous solid waste.

“We felt that we were actively

involved in trying to reduce

hazardous waste from entering

our water systems on the Moses

Mabhida Stadium.  We would

recommend this Ecowash unit

as it  greatly added to the

sustainability factor of this

project, something which all

manufacturers and contractors

are striving towards.”

Nigel Murray-Rogers

Smith & Winfield Contractors

Durban.
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Benefit

Solves problems of liquid disposal (legally)
as non hazardous waste

Quick and easy disposal in a more environmentally friendly way

Allows cans to be recycled

Helps you meet the demands of eco aware clients

Feature

Turns waste paint solid

Coagulates paint in minutes

Cleans paint from sides of can

Environmentally responsible route
for paint disposal and can recycling
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Waste
Management
solutions

Dulux Trade Paint Solidifier
Transform leftover water-based paint into solid waste,
leaving cans clean enough for recycling.  The Dulux Trade
Paint Solidifier is an innovative, inexpensive and
straightforward answer to the problem of responsible
waste paint disposal, suitable for painters and contractors
to use on every size of project.

Traditionally, leftover paint has been either sent to landfill
in the can, or poured down the drain; both highly
unsatisfactory on environmental grounds.  Our new system
provides a much more acceptable alternative, preventing
paint entering the water system, with minimal quantities
of waste being sent to landfill, and reducing waste
management costs.

Additionally, by enabling painters and contractors to comply
with the sustainability standards more and more customers
insist upon nowadays, it can help them to enhance their
reputation and potentially win more business.

“Paint Solidifier is a simple yet effective solution to
dealing with paint.  The residue that's left can be put into
the normal construction waste and then cans can be
recycled, giving us more space for other waste.  It makes
our job on the site a lot easier and more convenient and
also allows us to be more environmentally aware and
responsible.”

Malcolm Vincent, AC Beck Contractors, (UK).

How the Paint Solidifier works
The Dulux Trade Paint Solidifier helps dispose of unwanted leftover paint in
just a few easy steps:
• Simply add the required dose of paint solidifier to any can of Dulux Trade 

water-based paint that is no longer required
• When mixed with the leftover paint the additive starts to coagulate – turning 

the mixture into a crumble-like consistency
• The resulting solidified paint is now completely inert, meaning it will never turn

back into liquid paint, even when mixed with water
• The residue is non-hazardous and takes up much less landfill space than before
• The can no longer needs to be sent to landfill as it is suitable for recycling
• Each 500g pack contains 40 doses, enough to treat 10L of leftover paint

Measure out the
required dose of

paint solidifier

Add paint
solidifier

close to can

Mix until
paint begins
to coagulate

Paint should have
a crumble-like

consistency

After 3-4 hours
bag and dispose

of waste

Take the can
to a recycling

facility
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Disposal guide for solvent-based
or water-based paints

Information and advice
For all advice and product information, please visit us at:  www.duluxtrade.co.za

By email:  info@dulux.co.za
Or contact our Technical Service Department on:  0860 330 111

0860 330 111
www.duluxtrade.co.za

AkzoNobel. the AkzoNobel logo. Tomorrow's Answers Today, Dulux, Dulux Trade, Ecosure, Light & Space,
Environmental Wash System, Paint Solidifier and Step Towards Greener are trademarks of AkzoNobel © AkzoNobel 2010.

Solvent-based
Drained and
scraped out
vigorously?

Lid left off to allow
coating to dry?

Skin coating
residue remains?

Hazardous waste
code 08 01 11*

Lid left off to allow
coating to dry?

Hazardous waste
code 08 01 11*

Non-hazardous waste
code 15 01 02 (plastic)
code 15 01 04 (metal)

Water-based

Non-hazardous waste
code 15 01 02 (plastic)
code 15 01 04 (metal)

Non-hazardous waste
code 18 01 12*

Non-hazardous waste
code 18 01 12*

Non-hazardous waste
code 18 01 12*

Is it an exterior
coating containing

a fungicide?

Drained and
scraped out
vigorously?

Lid left off to allow
coating to dry?

Lid left off to allow
coating to dry?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes YesNo

Yes No NoYes

YesNo

Yes No

KEY
08 01 11* This product contains potentially 

dangerous substances. Refer to the 
product safety datasheet for disposal 
information.

08 01 12* This product can be recycled via an 
appropriate recycling facility.

08 01 02 (plastic) This product can be recycled via an 
appropriate recycling facility.

08 01 04 (metal) This product can be recycled via an 
appropriate recycling facility.




